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0. Introduction and summary. The original and principal problem studied

in this paper is that of finding conditions to be satisfied by a positive "weight

function" w on a locally compact group in order that the set of functions /

such that / pw is integrable (relative to left Haar measure) shall be stable

under left (or right) translations. Related to this is the question which asks

when the set of / such that fw is integrable shall form an algebra under con-

volution.

A good deal of the preliminary matter related to the first problem can and

will be formulated in a more general setting. Accordingly throughout this

paper, and subject to specialization adopted in various sections, X denotes a

locally compact space and p?^0 a fixed positive Radon measure on X. S is

a set of homeomorphisms s: x—>s-x of X onto itself. For our purposes there is

no generality lost by assuming that S is a semigroup under composition and

that it contains the identity map 1: X—>X. We assume that p is relatively

invariant under S, i.e. that there exists a real-valued function A on 5 such

that

j (fos)du= A(s)- j fdu

for sCES and fCE5Z(X) (the set of continuous functions on X having compact

supports), or, equivalently, that

(0.1') u^E) = A(s)-u(E)

ior sCES and each p-integrable set ECEX'1). The "modular function" A is

necessarily a strictly positive character of .S such that A(l) = 1.

In addition to this we fix upon a positive, locally p-integrable "we'ght

function" w which, without loss of generality, we assume to be everywhere

finite. For each index p, lSp< + °°, let £p(w) = £p(w; pt) (resp. £p(w)

= £p(w; p)) denote the set of (finite) real-valued p-measurable functions/

on X such that |/| pw is p-integrable (resp. essentially p-integrable). Except

in special cases (e.g. if the measure space (X, p) is cr-finite, or if X is discrete),

£p(w) and £p(w) are distinct and there is a bifurcation in the original prob-

lem. However, stability of £p(w) is usually implied by that of £"(w), and we
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C) It is in fact easily shown that from (0.1) follows fi*(/os) = A(sV(/) for any function

f £0 (finite or not), and therefore also P*(f) = A(s)~ji*(f) for any/S0 (finite or not).
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shall concentrate on the latter; and in any case the two problems are equiva-

lent whenever w>0 a.e. (p.), which is the case most interesting in practice(2).

Temporarily disregarding the case in which w admits a non-negligible set

of zeros, the conditions for stability prove to be (roughly speaking) that both

w and w_1 have a moderate rate of growth governed largely by that typical

of the positive subcharacters of 5.

It will be seen at the outset of §1 that the case p = l governs all the rest

and we subsequently take this single value of p(').

In the absence of any statement to the contrary, the appropriate termi-

nology and results regarding integration are taken from [B] and [B']. In

particular, if / is an essentially ji-integrable function, we write Jfdp, for the

essential integral J~*fdp [B', p. 14]. The abbreviations "a.e." and "l.a.e."

are used for "almost everywhere" and "locally almost everywhere" respec-

tively. Although we shall sometimes be using several measures at once, the

above phrases and others like them, if left unqualified as regards the measure

in question, are to be taken to refer to p. For subsets of X the term "bounded"

means "relatively compact."

It rarely happens that any one of the propositions to follow requires all

the assumptions made. However, for the sake of brevity, we leave aside any

discussion of a minimal set of hypotheses.

1. The main theorem. We begin by recording two simple results, neither

of which requires formal proof.

1.1. If lSp< + n, £p(w) (resp. £p(w)) is stable under S if and only if

&(w) (resp. &(w)) is stable under S.

Accordingly we assume henceforth that p= 1.

1.2. If w = 0 l.a.e., then both £x(w) and ^(w) are stable under S.

We now work towards Proposition 1.5 below. For this it is necessary to

introduce the unique decomposition

(1.1) M = ui + p2

with pi diffuse and p2 atomic [B', p. 61, Definitions 5, 6]; pi and p2 are neces-

sarily estranged so that [B', p. 53] there exist disjoint subsets Mi, M2 of X

such that 717,' is locally ^.-negligible (7=1, 2). We are here writing 717' for

the complement, relative to X, of 717. The explicit formula for the atomic part

of p is

(1.2) M2=   Z/x({„})-€„
xex

where ex is the Dirac measure at x; the series is unconditionally convergent

in the sense of the vague topology on the set of measures. Equation (1.2)

shows that, if pt is relatively invariant, the same is true of p2 and hence of pi

too. So in this case s_1717,' is locally ^.-negligible for each sCS and * = 1, 2.

(«) See 1.7 and 1.8.
(') See LL
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1.3. Proposition. £l(w\ u) is stable under S if and only if the same is true

of£\w;ptt) (i=l, 2).

Proof. The relation

^(w; p.) = ^(w, m) C\ £l(w; in)

shows at once that the stability of both £'(«/; p,) entails that of £1(w, p).

Conversely, suppose that £x(w; p) is stable. If fCE£l(w; pi), define/i to be

equal to / on Afi and to be 0 elsewhere. Since Mi D Af2 and Af/ is locally

negligible for /*,-, it follows that/i belongs to £'(«/; p,) for i=l, 2. Thus

fiCE£l(w, p). By hypothesis, therefore, /i o sCE£1(w, pt)CE£1(w, Mi) for each

sCES. But, since s~xMi is locally negligible for pi, /o s=fi o 5 l.a.e. (pi); so

/o s^£1(w; ux). This shows that £'(«/; pi) is stable. Similarly for £*(«/; P2).

This completes the proof.

We shall say that a positive measure v has the property (*) relative to S

ii, whenever A and B are bounded ^-integrable sets such that v(A)>0 and

v(B) >0, there exists sES such that v(Ar\s~1B) >0.

IA. Lemma. If h has property (*), so have both pi and p2.

Proof. It suffices to show that pi has property (*), the proof for m being

entirely similar. Let A and B be bounded pi-integrable sets such that ui (A) > 0

and ux(B) > 0. Since AF' locally negligible for pi, we may assume that A CAfi

and BQMi—if not, replace them by their intersections with Afi. Since

MiQMi is locally p2-negligible, the same is true of A and B. Hence A and B

are p-integrable. Further, since

u(A) = m(A) > 0

and likewise u(B)>0, it follows that there exists sCES such that p(^4P\s_15)

>0. However,

fii(A C\ s~*B) = n(A C\ s^B)

since A is ^-negligible. Thus pi has property (*).

1.5. Proposition. Suppose that p has property (*) and thatfo sCE&fa', u)

whenever fCE&iiv; u) has a bounded support. Then either (i) w = 0 l.a.e. (pa) or

(ii) w>0 l.a.e. (pi).

Proof. The proof of Proposition 1.3 shows that the stability hypothesis

remains fulfilled if therein we replace p by pi. This, together with Lemma 1.4,

shows that we may assume throughout that p is diffuse.

In this case, and assuming (ii) to be false, there is a compact set A such

that u(A) > 0 and w = 0 on A. Then any p-measurable function / which van-

ishes on A' will belong to £l(w; u). This, together with the main hypothesis,

shows that
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/gwdu < + oo
r_

for every p-measurable g^O. From this we may conclude that w = 0 a.e. on

s_1A: indeed, in the contrary case, there would exist a compact BCs_1A

with p(73)>0 and w^c>0 on B (c a number). Since p is diffuse we can [B',

p. 63, Exercise 9, b] find a sequence (Bj) of disjoint integrable subsets of B

such that p(73„)>0 for each re. If we define g=p,(Bj)~1 on Bn (n = 1, 2, ■ • - )

and g = 0 elsewhere, we get

gwa> = JZ /   gwa> ̂  23 c-p(Bj)-1-n(B„) = + <*>,
<  'A n=l«' B„ n-l

a contradiction. Thus w = 0 a.e. on s_1.4, and this for each sCS. It therefore

C is any p-integrable set with p(C) > 0, and if we choose s so that p(CC\s~xA)

>0 (as we may by (*)), we see that C contains a subset C = Cf^s^A such

that p(C')>0 and w = 0 a.e. on C. In other words, every compact C with

p(Q>0 contains a C" with p(C")>0 such that w = 0 on C". Thanks to the

arbitrary nature of C, this shows that w = 0 l.a.e. This completes the proof.

1.6. Corollary. If u is diffuse and satisfies (*), and if either of ^(w; p.)

or £'(_>; p.) is stable under S, then either w = 0 l.a.e. or w>0 l.a.e.

The next proposition deals with the relationship between the stability of

the two spaces in question.

1.7. Proposition. Let P= {xCX:w(x)>0}.
(a) If PC\s~1P' is locally negligible for each sCS, stability of £1(w; p.)

implies that of £x(w; p.).

(b) If Pr^s^P' is a-finite for each sCS, stability of iJ^w; p) implies that of

Proof, (a) Let/G£1(M'; /*)• Then there exists AG<~Hm) such that fw = h

l.a.e. Define g to be equal to hw~x on P and to 0 on P'. Then g is measurable

and |g|_iS|A| and so gC£J(iv', p)- Also g=f l.a.e. on P. Since £}(w, p) is

stable (by hypothesis), g o sC£1(w; p.). However, by relative invariance, the

inverse image by s of any locally negligible set is again locally negligible. So

fos = gos l.a.e. on s^P and (f o s)w = (g o s)w l.a.e. on P'VJs^P. Since

(P'Us^P)' = Pr\s~1P' is locally negligible, it follows that /o sG£'(jc; pi).

Thus £1(w; p.) is stable.

(b) It is clear that ^(w; pt)=£1(w; p)njF, where ff is the set of functions

/ such that fw vanishes outside a a-finite set. Hence, given the stability of

^(w; u), that of £J(w; u) follows from that of ff. To investigate the stability

of ff, take any/Gff. Then/w = 0 on Q', where Q is a-finite. Hence/=0 on

PC\Q', /os = 0 on s~1(Pr\Q') = (s-1P)C\(s-1Q)' and so (fos)w = 0 on

P'W[(s~1P)n(s-1(2)']=P', where
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R= (PC\ s~lP') U (P f\ s-'Q).

Now R is cr-finite together with PHj-1?'. Whence the assertion (b).

1.8. Corollary, (a) If either P or P' is locally negligible, stability of

£l(w; fi) implies that of £l(w; u).

(b) If either P or P' is a-finite, stability of £l(w;p.) implies that of £l(w;y.).

(c) If fit is diffuse and satisfies (*), stability of £1(w; p) implies that of

£l(w\fi).

(d) Stability of £1(w; p) is equivalent to that of £x(w; u) in any one of the

following cases:

(i) either w = 0 a.e. or w>0 a.e.;

(ii) X is a-finite;
(iii) X is discrete;

(iv) fi is diffuse and satisfies (*), and either P or P' is a-finite.

1.10. Remark. One is not at liberty to assume that S is a full group:

stability under 5 does not imply stability under sr1. Example: Take X to be

the real axis, p to be the Lebesgue measure, and define s-x = sx (usual prod-

uct). We suppose s>0. Relative invariance is clear, with A(s) =s~1. For w(x)

take exp(|x|). Since

/OO /■ 00| f(sx) I exp (| x | )dx = s~* j     | f(x) | exp (s_11 x | )dx,

we see that £1(w; p) (here identical with £x(w; p)) is stable under x—>sx ii

and only if s^ 1. Thus if we suppose s> 1, stability obtains for x—+sx but not

for the inverse map x—>s_1x.

We pass now to a proposition which contains the kernel of the main

theorem.

1.11. Proposition. Suppose that for a certain sCES the set Pf^s^P' is

locally negligible, and that the mapping f-^f o s leaves £l(w; p) stable. Then

there exists a number Af ^0 such that

(1.3) f \fos\wdiiS M- f \f\wdfi

for fG&iw, »)(*)■

Proof. Introduce the seminorm on £J(w; p) defined by

N(f) = f \f\wdp,

(') There is an analogous result for £l(w; m).
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which defines a (generally nonseparated) uniform structure and associated

topology. By hypothesis,

N'(f) =  \   \fos\wdu

is a second seminorm on £'(_i; p). Our task is prove that TV' is continuous

relative to TV. We shall show first that £1(w; p) is complete, hence a Baire

space. When this is done, Baire's theorem(6) shows that continuity of TV'

follows from lower semicontinuity. Accordingly the proof falls into two parts.

(1) Completeness of £x(w; p.). This does not depend on any hypothesis con-

cerning P. Let (/„) be a Cauchy sequence in £1(w; p.). There is then a cr-finite

set TCX and a locally negligible set T*CX such that all the/n vanish out-

side TUT*. Then, if P is the set {xCX: w(x)>0}, we have

/| fi - fj | wdy. =   I        | fi — fj | wdu.
J pHt

A familiar argument now shows that the Cauchy character of (/„) entails the

existence of a subsequence (fnj) which converges a.e. on P(~\T to a measurable

function/. Extend/by setting it equal to zero outside PC\T. Then fnkw—>fw

holds l.a.e. A modified form of Fatou's lemma [B', p. 16, Exercise l] shows

that therefore

/| /1 wdp. S lim inf   J   | f„k \ wdu < + °°,

so that fC&fa', p.). Likewise

/| / — fn I wdp, S Hm inf   I   | /„4 — /„ | wdu,
*->»    J

which tends to zero as re—* oo. This/ is thus a limit in £1(w; p.) of the sequence

(fn). £1(w; M) is thereby shown to be complete.

(2) Lower semicontinuity of N'. It suffices to show that the set £HXC£1(m;;m)i

comprising those fC£1(w, p) satisfying N'(f) S1, is closed in £1_(w; p). How-

ever, if (/„) is a sequence extracted from 9TC which converges in £1(a>; p) to/,

we may (as above) extract a subsequence (fnj) such that fnkw~^fw °n P'.

where £ is locally negligible. This shows that /„t—■>/ on PC~\E', hence /„t o s

->/o s on s-HP^P'), and so (fntos)w^(fo s)w on P'Wj-HPHP'). i.e. on

P' where P = (PHs-1P')W(Pns-1P). P is locally negligible or not together

with Pr\s~lP'. In the present instance, therefore, (/njt o s)w—>(fo s)w l.a.e.

(') By this we mean the conjunction of the two propositions: (a) Every complete semi-

metrisable space is a Baire space; (b) Every finite lower semicontinuous function on a Baire

space is bounded above on some nonempty open set. See Bourbaki, Topologie genlrale, Chapter

IX, p. 76, Theoreme 1; p. 77, Theoreme 2.
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and Fatou's lemma shows that

N'(f) =  j   |/o 51 wdii S lim inf   I   | fnk o s | wdft
J t-»»0 J

= lim inf N'(f„t) S Umini 1 = 1.

Thus/£ 911 and 311 is closed. This completes the proof of Proposition 1.11.

The road to the principal theorem is now open. It will be convenient to

denote by 8 the set of all bounded, integrable subsets of X, and then to

frame a definition.

1.12. Definition. A positive locally integrable function w on X is said to

be moderate (with respect to S and pi) if to each sCES corresponds a number

M(s) ^ 0 such that

(1.4) f     wdu S M(s) f wdu (ECE&),
J «_1B J E

or, what is equivalent,

(1.4') w(s~1-x) S M(s)A(s)~1w(x) l.a.e.,

or again

(1.4") f \fos\ wdu S M(s) f |/| wdu ifG&iw,!!)).

Regarding the equivalence of these conditions, note that since

|   |/o s | wdu = A(j) I   \fix)\ w(s~1-x)dfi(x),

it is clear that (1.4') implies (1.4"). Also, (1.4") implies (1.4) on taking

f=cpE, the characteristic function of E. Again,

wdfi =  j  w(x)cpE(s-x)dfi(x)

= A(s) I  w(s-1-x)cpB(x)du(x),

and so (1.4) implies that

/w(s~1-x)du(x) S M(s)A(s)_1 I  wdu,
E a) E

whence follows (1.4'). Thus

(1.4') =» (1.4") => (1.4) => (1.4')
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and the conditions are indeed equivalent.

1.13. Theorem, (i) If w is moderate, then £x(w; p) is stable.

(ii) If w>0 l.a.e., and if £x(w; u) is stable, then w is moderate.

(iii) If p. is diffuse and satisfies (*), £x(w; p) is stable if and only if w is

moderate.

Proof, (i) is trivial in view of (1.4"). (ii) follows from Proposition 1.11.

(iii) follows from (i) and (ii) combined with Corollary 1.6.

1.14. Remark. We have yet to supplement Theorem 1.13 by dealing

with the case in which p is atomic and w admits a set of zeros which is not

locally negligible: the most important case here is that of a discrete group.

This question is taken up in §2 below. Meanwhile we proceed to list some

properties of the number M(s) associated with a moderate weight function w.

Henceforth we shall agree that, whenever w is moderate, 717(s) shall denote the

smallest positive number for which the conditions (1.4)—(1.4") hold.

1.15. Proposition. Suppose w is moderate. Then M(s) =0 (sCS) if and

only if w is locally negligible. If w is not locally negligible, then

(1.5) M(l) = 1,       M(s) > 0 (sCS),

(1.6) M(st) S M(s)M(t) (s, t C S).

Proof. Obvious. Note that if w is moderate, and if p satisfies (*), the proof

of Proposition 1.5 may be repeated to show that w, if not locally negligible,

is strictly positive l.a.e.

1.16. Proposition. Suppose that w is moderate and not locally negligible.

If S be equipped with a topology such that the mapping (s, x)-+s~1-x is continu-

ous, then M(s) is lower semicontinuous on compact subsets of S, and 7l7(s)_1

is bounded on compact subsets. If in addition S is a locally compact group, then

M(s) is locally bounded.

Proof. Since w is not locally negligible,

M(s) = Sup <   I       wdp.   j   I  wdp\ ,

the supremum being taken relative to E varying over the set £0 of P£S such

that JEwdp>0. To show that 717(s) is lower semicontinuous it therefore

suffices to show that for a fixed E

/wdp. = A(s) J   w(s~1-x)du(x)

is continuous. Thanks to the assumptions made about continuity of s-1-„,

continuity of A(s) is clear. So we have only to consider JEw(s~1-x)dp(x). Let

HCS be compact. Since E is bounded, the set
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[{-'■kjG H,xCEE\

is bounded. Hence there exists an integrable w' such that

/w(s~1-x)dfi(x) =  j   w'(s~l-x)dfi(x)
E J E

for all sCEH. w' being integrable, we may for any given e>0 choose/£3C(X)

such that J\w'—f\dfiSe, and then

f I w'(s-l-x) -f(s~l-x) | dn(x) = A(s)-1 f      | w' -/| dn
J E J t 1E

S A(s)~1e.

Now A(s)-1 is bounded for sCEH, and fEf(s~1-x)dfi(x) is clearly continuous

in s. Hence fEtv(s~1x)dfi(x) is the limit, uniformly on H, of continuous func-

tions, hence is itself continuous.

Being everywhere strictly positive, it now follows that Af(^) has on H a

strictly positive infimum.

Finally, if 5 is a locally compact group, Baire's Theorem shows that

Af (5) is bounded above on some nonempty relatively open subset of H, and

this for any compact H. It follows from this (by taking H to be the closure

of some bounded open set) that Af(s) is bounded above on some nonempty

open set. Then (1.6) shows that Af(s) is bounded above on each compact set.

This completes the proof.

2. The case in which p is atomic. If p is atomic, £l(w, p) may well be

stable even if w is not locally negligible and yet admits a set of zeros

which is also not locally negligible. In this case, the analogue of Theorem 1.13

(iii) is false, though of course parts (i) and (ii) of that theorem remain true.

This section deals with the case still outstanding. Most of the arguments are

similar to those used above and will be presented rapidly. We begin with

some remarks about atomic measures in general; all of them are elementary

but the author knows of no convenient reference.

2.1. Atomic measures. A measure p is atomic if it is of the form

(2.1) u = 2^, a*e*>
xex

the series being unconditionally convergent (i.e. convergent following the

increasing directed set of finite subsets of X) in the sense of the vague topol-

ogy; ex is the Dirac measure at xCEX, and ax is a finite numerically-valued

function on X. The convergence just described signifies that the numerical

series zJ^ex axf(x) is unconditionally (i.e. absolutely) convergent for each

/G3C(X). This is easily seen to be equivalent to the assertion that

(2.2) EM   <+ °°
xGK
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for each compact KCX. It follows easily that if p. is positive, as we shall as-

sume henceforth, then a^O. In fact, given x0, choose a compact neighbour-

hood K oi x0. The set of „£7_ satisfying X9^x0 and a^O is then countable,

thanks to (2.2). Enumerate this set as a sequence (^n)B_i. Given e>0, choose

n so that

£ I*..I =<
m>n

LetfCX+(X) be such that OSfS l,f=0onK',f(xj) = l,f(xm)=0ior ISmSn.
Then, since p^O, one will have

0 = u(f) = JZ axf(x) = ax„ + JZaxJ(xm)
f»2l

= Ozo + JZ axJ(xm) S aXo + «.
m>n

Thus ax„ ̂  — €. Letting e—>0, this gives aXft ̂ 0.

We next prove some less trivial statements, labelled (a)-(e) below, con-

cerning the upper and essential integrals defined by p. These assertions will

refer to positive functions only, but we shall admit + <~ as a possible value

of the functions. We adopt the usual conventions regarding the manipulation

of the symbol +°°, e.g. a + (+ °o) = + °o if OSaS + °°, a-(+ oo) = + oo if

0<a^ + <~, 0-(+oo)=0, and both operations are assumed to be commuta-

tive.

(a)  The equation

(2.3) p*(f) = JZ axf(x)
xex

holds for any positive lower semicontinuous function f (finite or not).

Proof. By definition [B, p. 104, Definition l]

u*(f) = Sup {p(k): k C X+(X), k^f],

whence it is clear that in all cases

H*(f) = __ **/(*)■

In proving the reverse inequality, we first assume that / is finite-valued.

Take any number p< JZo,xf(x). There exists then a finite set FCX such that

already

p < JZ axf(x).
xeF

Choose then any kCK+(X) such that £^/and

k(y)^f(y)-(jZax)   •<
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for yCEF, e>0 being arbitrarily preassigned. Then

P < E axk(x) + e S u(k) + «.
xeF

Thus p*(/)^p(ft)S;p — e. The arbitrary nature of p and e shows that p*(/)

= Ea*/(*)> and (2.3) is thereby established in this case.

If/ is not finite-valued, let/„ = Inf (/, n) for re = 1, 2, • • • ; the/„ are finite

lower semicontinuous functions which increase monotonely to the limit /.

Hence

u*(f) = hmu*(fn)
n—•«

= lim E VxUix) ■

So once again we get

/«*(/) = E */(*)•
On the other hand, let Ea*/(*0 = °"^ + °°• Let £= {xG^:g*>0}. Then

E <**/(*) = tr-
ie E

If <r' <cr, there exists a finite set FQE such that

E «*/(*) > *'•
161?

If / is finite-valued on F, it is clear that

***(/»)  ̂    E <**/-.(*)
x6F

will exceed a' if re is large enough, and then (since a' is arbitrary save for the

condition cr' <cr) p.*(f) ^cr. So (2.3) is true in this case. Otherwise, there exists

x0GF with f(xo) = + °°, and then /„(x0)=re. So /i*(/)^j»*(/J = Ea,/,W
s^axJn(xo) =naxo and so, since aI0>0, p*(/) = + <». Thus (2.3) holds in this

case too. This completes the proof.

(b) All sets, and therefore all functions, are u-measurable.

Proof. Thanks to (2.2), if IF is any bounded open subset of X, we can find

a sequence (pn) of atomic measures with finite supports,

un = E a**       iF» C X finite),
xeP„

such that

(2-4) \»if)-unif)\   ̂ MI/IU
for all fCE3t+iX) which vanish on IF', where \\f\\x is the maximum modulus of

/ and where 5„—>0 as re—> «>. For each re, (a) shows that the open set FJ is
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p„-negligible; so every finite function/^0 is equal a.e. (un) to a function in

X+(X), hence is certainly p„-measurable. This being so, (b) will follow from

this more general assertion.

Lemma. Suppose p and p„ («= 1, 2, • • • ) are positive measures, and that

(2.4) holds for all /£3C+(AT) which vanish on W (W any fixed open subset of

X), where 5„—>0 as re—» <x>. Any bounded function f which vanishes on W and

which is p.n-inlegrable for each re is then p-integrable.

Proof of lemma. We may assume that/^0. It is easily seen that the re-

striction fC&+(X) in (2.4) may be removed, the other assumptions standing

as in the original and pt(f) being replaced by p*(f) and pn(f) by p*(/): the

argument is direct and based merely on the appropriate definitions [B, p.

104, Definition 1; p. 109, Definition 3].

Take any bounded /=g 0, vanishing on W and p„-integrable for each re.

Given e>0, choose n so large that 25„||/||00ge/2. Since / is pn-integrable, we

can choose kCK+(X), vanishing on W, so that ||&||„^||/||_ and u*(\f— k\)

Se/1. Then, by (2.4) extended as said,

I M*(|/ - *| ) - M-*(|/ - * | ) |   ^ 8»||/ - *||. = 28,||/1|. ̂  </2

and so p.*(\f-k\) Se/2+e/2 = e. It follows that/is p-integrable [B, p. 131,

Definition 2].

(c) The equation (2.3) holds for any f^O, finite or not, for which p*(/)

< + oo.

Proof. By definition,

p*(f) = Inf {p.*(h): k lower semicontinuous, h ^ /},

and this for any/^0. Thus, by virtue of (a),

(2.5) P*(f) = JZ ̂ f(x)

holds for every/^0. Assuming that u*(f) < + °°, we can choose a sequence

(hj) of integrable lower semicontinuous functions such that hn 3: hn+x 2:/ and

P*(hj) I p,*(f) as re—>oo. Then h = lni hn is integrable, h^f, and by "monotone

convergence" we have

H*(h-f) = \imu*(hn-f)

= lim [p.*(hn) - M*(/)] = 0.

Thus h=f a.e. Now (2.5) shows already that, if a set ECX is locally negligi-

ble, then ax = 0 for xCE. Thus h=f on a set ACX, where A' is negligible and

therefore ax = 0 for xCA'. Thus

n*(h) = lim u*(hn) = lim JZ ankn(x)

= lim   JZ axhn(x).
XSA
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Since p*(ft„)< + °°, it follows that ft„(x) < + <» for each xG^4 such that

ax>0. Accordingly, by shrinking A if necessary, we may assume that each

hn is finite-valued on A.

Given any e>0, there exists a finite set FC^4 such that

E    dxhn(x) S «,

first for re = l and then a fortiori for «>1. Hence

E axK(x) S    E   axhn(x) + e.
xEA xEFHA

Since ft„ if on A, it follows that

E a-xhnix) S    E   a-xfix) + 2e
x€A xeFDA

S E <W0) + 2e

for re^re0. Then

u*(f) = lim E   axhn(x) S E <**/(*) + 2e
»-»« xeA

and so, since e>0 is freely chosen,

M*(/) g E «*/(*)•

This, combined with (2.5), completes the proof,

(d) For any /^ 0, ^raite or not,

(2.6) E «*/(*) = Sup {fi*ig) :gSf, M*(g) < + » } •

Proof. Let L and R denote the left- and right-hand sides of (2.6). If

g Sf and pt*(g) < + °° we have by (c)

M*(g) = E «*(*) ̂ E «*/(*)

and so RSL. On the other hand we can find a sequence (Fn) of finite sets such

that

E axfix) —> F.
l£F„

Assuming first that/ is finite-valued, put

,   , (fix) iX G Fn),
gn(x)   =    <

lO (*£?.')■

It is clear that gn is integrable and gn Sf- Hence

/**(fn) = Ea*g«(x) = E «*/(*)•
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Therefore

R Si Supp.*(gn) = Sup JZ axf(x) = L.
z<=Fn

Thus (2.6) is established when/is finite-valued.

In general, represent / as the monotone limit of the finite functions

/„ = Inf (/, re). With an obvious notation we have then RSL and Rn = L„.

Hence P Si lim P„ is not less than lim Ln. So it remains only to prove that

7 glim Ln- But L= JZaxf(x), considered as a function of/, is plainly lower

semicontinuous relative to the topology of simple convergence (being the

supremum of continuous finite sums), whence 7glim Ln. This completes the

proof of (d).

Corollary. Equation (2.3) holds for any /^0, finite or not, which vanishes

outside some a-finite set.

Proof. Suppose that/Si 0 is zero outside the union of an increasing se-

quence (Ej) of integrable sets. With the notation of the proof of (d), we need

to show that p*(/)=P; or, what is equivalent, that u*(f)SR- Now if gn

= Inf (/, re) -<p_„, then gn is integrable and gn f/. By "monotone convergence"

therefore

R  Si   Sup M*(gn)   =  /•*(/),

as required.

(e) For any /Si 0, finite or not, one has

(2.7) P*(/) = £ «4(x).

Proof. By definition [B', p. 8, Definition 1 ]

M*(/) = Sup U*(f<t>K),

K ranging over the compact subsets of X. By the corollary to (d), the right-

hand side here is

Sup JZ axf(x)4>K(x) = Sup  JZ axf(x).
xeK

Since the compact sets include all finite sets this is just

JZ axf(x).

Corollary. A set ECX is locally negligible if and only if ax = 0 for xCE.

2.2. We now return to the problem of the stability of £1(w; p), where the

atomic measure p. is defined by (2.1) and where w is positive and locally

integrable, i.e.

JZ axw(x) < + oo
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for each compact KCZX. Let us assume that £'(w; p) is stable under the

mapping/—>/o s for some sCES, and then try to follow as closely as possible

the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 1.11.

Throughout the remainder of this section we shall denote by E the set of

xCEX ior which axw(x)>0. We write, as before,

N(f) = J I /I «*fr = P*( I /I w) = E o»w(*) I /(*) I

= E °*w(*) | /(*) |
xeE

and likewise

#'(/) =  f I /° ' I ̂  = E «•»(*) I fis-x) |

=   E o.->.xw(j-1-x) |/(x) I

= Ni(f) + Ni(f),

where

#i'(/) =     E    a.-'.xM^'^l/Wl,
xEECliE

Mif)=     E    a.-..xw(5->-x)|/(x)|.
xefi'n.B

Because of (2.1, b), £1(w; p) is characterized by the condition N(f) < + °o ;

and/o sCE&fa; pt) ii and only if Ni (/)< + » and iV2' (/)< + <».
Now any/ which vanishes on E belongs to £*(w; pt), so that stability

implies that

Nl(f)=    E   a^-Mr1 •*)/(*) < + °°
xefi'O.B

for every/^0 defined on £' (and there finite-valued). Since

a,-i.xw(s~1-x) > 0

for each xCEE'(~\sE, it follows that

(A) E' C\ sE is finite.

On the other hand, since the convergence of / in £'(w; m) implies its

pointwise convergence on E, we see at once that Ni is lower semicontinuous

and hence continuous (Baire's theorem again). This entails that

(B) Af(s) m Sup {ar-i.xw(s~1.x)/axw(x)\ < + oo.
xeE

Reciprocally, if (A) and (B) are satisfied, then N(f) < + « implies that
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both Nj (f) and N2 (/) are finite, so that £1(a>; p.) is then stable under/—>/ o s.

Now M(s) is not generally a subcharacter (as was 7l7(s) earlier). However,

(A) and (B) together show that

(2.7) as-i.xw(s~1-x) S M-axw(x)

holds, with M= M(s), except perhaps for a finite set olxCX. Indeed, by (B),

this holds for xCE; it holds trivially for xCsE'; hence it fails to hold at most

on a subset of (EVJsE')' = ET\sE, which, by (A) is finite. Thus M(s), defined

to be the infimum of numbers i7=i0 for which (2.7) holds, satisfies M(s)

SM(s). This il7(s) is clearly a subcharacter of S. The condition M(s) < + <x> is

necessary and sufficient for the stability of £1(_>; p) under/—>/o s. Thus we

have the following analogue of Theorem 1.13.

2.3. Theorem. Let p. be defined by (2.1). 7re order that £1(w; u) be stable

under S it is necessary and sufficient that, for each sCS, a number A7(s)SiO

shall exist such that the inequality expressed in (1.4') holds save perhaps on a

finite subset of X (which may depend on s). If, in addition, w is not locally

negligible, M(s) is a strictly positive subcharacter of S such that 717(1) = 1.

Proof. We had reached (2.7) without assuming relative invariance of p.

This last signifies that aa-i.x=A(s)ax, and then (2.7) transforms at once into

(1.4'). The proof is thus complete.

We may remark that the conclusions of Proposition 1.16 are again valid.

3. The group case. Henceforth we assume that X is a locally compact

group, p its left Haar measure, and S acts on X by left- or right-translation.

The latter case differs from the former only by the presence of a nontrivial

modular function, and it will suffice to deal with the case of left-translations,

so that A(s)=l.
Only two cases arise, namely:

(1) X is discrete, and then £l(w; u) =£1(w; p.).

(2) X is nondiscrete; then p is diffuse and satisfies (*)(6); the stability of

£r(w; p.) is equivalent to that of £J(w; u) provided either P or P' is cr-finite

(Corollary 1.8; recall that P= {xCX: _>(„) >0J).
In this section we discuss further the properties of a weight-function w

which is moderate in the sense of Definition 1.12, so that (1.4') holds. We

shall show that w, if not locally negligible, satisfies certain two-sided inequali-

ties which restrict the rate of growth of both w and w~l in terms of that of the

subcharacter J17(s). Note that M(s) is subject to the results stated in Proposi-

tions 1.15 and 1.16. The inequalities referred to take the form

w(y)/M(y)M(x~1) S w(y)/M(yx~1) S w(x) S w(y)N(xy~1)

S w(y)M(x)M(y~1),

(6) That is, s-x = s_1x (or xs-1) in the sense of the group operation. We shall henceforth

write /, in place of f o s.
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holding for specified sets of x and y. If (1.4') holds for all xCEX, (3.1) is an

immediate deduction therefrom; this is the case if w is continuous. In general,

however, we know merely that (3.1) holds for xCEN', where N, which may

depend on s, is locally negligible. Consequently a little more argument is

needed to show that (3.1) holds for locally almost all x and locally almost all y.

3.1. Theorem. If w is moderate, there exists a locally negligible set N such

that (3.1) holds for xCEN' and yCEN'.

| Proof. As we know, the theorem is true with N = 0 if w is continuous. To

deal with the general case, let us assume for the moment the following

proposition (P): if A CEX is cr-compact, there exists a negligible set ^40C^4

such that (3.1) holds for xCEA —A0, yCEA —A0. From this we derive the re-

quired conclusion in the following way. It is known [L, p. 109] that X is the

disjoint union of a (generally noncountable) family (Xt) of open-closed,

cr-compact subsets; each Xt is a left coset sV", where V is a fixed compact

and symmetric neighbourhood of e, so that each compact in X is covered by

finitely many of the X{. According to (P), there exists for each i a negligible

set YiCXi such that (3.1) holds for xCEX{- F,-, yCEX{- Yi. If LCEXXX is
the set of (x, y) for which (3.1) is false, then (x, y)GF implies that there

exist indices i andj such that (x, y) CEXt XXj and (x, y) G (X, — F.) X (Xj — Yf),

and so either (x, y)CEXfXXjC YtXX or (x, y)CEXtX YjQXX Y,- (or both).
Let N=i)Yi. Then (x, y)CEL implies that either xCEN or yCEN (or both).

So (x, y)CEN'XN' implies that (3.1) holds. The theorem will therefore be

proved if we can show that Af is locally negligible. But if KCEX is compact,

K is contained in finitely many Xi, say KCEXt^J ■ • • \JXin, and then

NC\K(Z.Yi\J ■ • ■ WF,„ is negligible; thus N is locally negligible, q.e.d.
It remains to prove (P). It is plainly enough to prove (P) in the case in

which A is compact. To this end, letftG3C+(^0 be such that/ftcfp = l; ulti-

mately we shall allow k to converge to the Dirac measure ee, the support of k

being a neighbourhood of e which becomes arbitrarily small. For each ft, let

wk(x) =  I k(y)w(xy)du(y).

Then Wk is continuous and satisfies (1.4') everywhere, as follows from (1.4')

for w itself and the definition of Wk. Hence (3.1) holds for each Wk. As ft varies,

Wk-^w in £l(A). Hence we may extract a sequence (wk) which converges to

w on A —Ao, where Ao is negligible. (P) then follows by passage to the limit

as re—> oo. The proof is thus complete.

3.2. Remark. As we have said, there is no loss of generality in assuming

that w is everywhere finite. It therefore follows that there exist numbers c

and c' depending only on w such that

(3.2) c- M(x~1)-1 S w(x) S c' ■ M(x)
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l.a.e.; also, if w is not locally negligible, (3.2) holds l.a.e. for some number

c>0. If, for example, X is the additive group of real numbers, (3.2) shows

that for some number a^O one has

c-exp (—a| x\ ) S w(x) S c'-exp (a| x\ )

for almost all x. Reciprocally, if w satisfies these inequalities, then it is mod-

erate.

3.3. X an infinite compact group. For this case the preceding results yield

at once the conclusion that £1(w; u) is stable under left- (or right-) transla-

tions if and only if either (i) w = 0 a.e., or (ii) both w and w1 are essentially

bounded functions. Moreover, if 1SP< + ^, the same is true with £p(w; p.)

replacing £1(w; p).

The latter assertion, with p = 2, has direct bearing on the problem of

translational bases in the £2-space over a discrete infinite group G. In fact,

this problem and the convergence questions it raises reduce to the study of

the convergence of Fourier series in the space £2(w; u) constructed from the

group X dual to G, w being now a positive integrable function on X such that

wr1 is also integrable (so that case (i) is excluded from the outset). It is an

apparently unsolved problem to determine conditions upon w in order that

each/G£2(w; p) is the limit, in that space, of its Fourier series. It is now

apparent that, unless (ii) holds (in which case £2(w; p) is just the familiar

£2-space), there can be no characterization of the Fourier transforms of

functions in £2(w;p.) which is expressible solely in terms of the modulus of the

Fourier transform. The expected Parseval formula reads

f \f\2wdu = JZ JZ *(«r')/(«)[fa)h

where the "hat" - denotes the Fourier transform and where u and v run

separately over the (infinite discrete) group dual to X. Except in the trivial

case (ii), it is clear that the series just written cannot converge absolutely

for each/££2(w; uj, and it would be interesting to know if the suggested

Parseval formula is valid for each / with any suitable interpretation of the

double sum. Incidentally, it is easily seen (e.g. by use of the Hahn-Banach

theorem) that in any case the "trigonometric polynomials" are dense in

£2(w; p).

4. £1(~") as a -^-algebra. In view of the importance of £* as an example

of an algebra under convolution, and the close relationship of this algebraic

structure with translational problems, it is natural to investigate conditions

under which £x(w) and/or £1(w) are ^--algebras. In case X is the additive

group of real numbers, £l(_>) (or its quotient L1(w)) has been investigated as

a topological algebra under convolution for certain simple choices of w which

are continuous, strictly positive subcharacters. The following results help to

elucidate to what extent these restrictions on w are practically obligatory.
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4.1. We begin with a few remarks concerning the concept of convolution

to be used. If/and g are positive measurable functions, the integral

fizgix) = J  fiy)iiy~lx)dfi(y)

exists, possibly + °°, for each xCEX. Perpetrating a mild abuse of language,

we shall say that/-&gG£1(w') (resp. £*(w)) if (f&g)w is equal l.a.e. (resp. a.e.)

to a function in £', it being understood that (f^kg)w is to be 0 at any point

at which w = 0 and to be + oo at any point where /"&£ = + °° and w>0.

Unless we know that w>0 holds l.a.e. (resp. a.e.), it is not possible to ex-

tend this definition satisfactorily to the case in which / and g are no longer

necessarily positive. It is at this point that the significance of Proposition

4.2 below becomes apparent.

Meanwhile, assuming that w>0 l.a.e. (resp. a.e.), if/and g are not neces-

sarily positive, we say that fi%g £:(w) (resp. £l(w)) if the same is true of

|/|"&|g|- Then there exists at least one (actually many) decompositions

f=fi—fi, g = gi-gi in which the /,• and gi are positive and /,-■&&• ES'fw)
(resp. £1(w)) for i,j=l, 2; each f,i%gj is then finite-valued l.a.e. (resp. a.e.)

and we may define/-^-g l.a.e. (resp. a.e.) by

/ -A g = /i "fr gi ~ /i "fr gi - f% -A gi + ft "A" gi-

lt is then clear that for a given / (resp. g), the set of g (resp. f) such that

/"&gG £'(*") (resp. £*(w)) 1S linear. Also f&g, whenever it exists in the above

sense, depends only on the classes (modulo locally negligible functions) de-

fined by/and g, whilst/-^-g defines a unique such class depending bilinearly

on the pair (/, g).

Here now is the analogue of Proposition 1.5.

4.2. Proposition. If X is nondiscrete, and if f*izgCE£x(w) whenever /^0

is in £1(w) andg^Ois bounded and each has a bounded support, then EITHER

w = 0 l.a.e. OR w>0 l.a.e.

Proof. If w is not l.a.e. strictly positive, there exists a compact set A CZX

with p(^4)>0 and w = 0 on A. Then any measurable/Si 0 vanishing outside

A belongs to £'(«»), and so/-^-gG£1(w) for each g of the specified type. This

signifies that

J w(x)du(x) J f(y)g(y-1x)du(y) < + oo

for such / and g.

li it were at the same time false to assert that w = 0 l.a.e., there would

exist a compact set B QX such that pt(B) > 0 and w(x) ^ c> 0 for xCEB,c being

a suitable number. A contradiction would result as soon as / and g were pro-

duced satisfying
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I f(y)g(y~1x)dfx(y) = + oo
J A

for all xCB. But for this it suffices to take for g the characteristic function of

the compact set A_1B, and then construct/ as follows. X being nondiscrete,

there exists a sequence (Aj) of disjoint integrable subsets of A such that

p(^4„)>0 for each re. Let then/ = p(^4„)-1 on^4„ (re=l, 2, ■ ■ •) and/=0 else-

where. This will give for xCB

f f(y)g(y-1x)dp(y) = JZ p(Aj)-1 f g(y-1x)d^(y)
J A n J An

=   JZ^AnA-^An)   =   +   00
n

since g(y_1x) = 1 lor yCA, xCB. This completes the proof.

Before proceeding to the main theorem of this section, we make two re-

marks. It is first of all obvious that if w = 0 l.a.e., then £r(w) and £1(w) are

both -^--algebras. Next, if either of these structures is known to be a fa-a\ge-

bra, it is sometimes possible to infer that the same is true of the other by use

of the following result.

4.3. Proposition, (i) 7/£1(w) is a -fa-algebra, so too is £1(w) • • • in fact

£1(w)fa£1(w) C£Kiv).
(ii) If £'(w) is a fa-algebra, and if either P or P' is a-finite, then £1(w) is a

fa-algebra.

Proof. We may suppose throughout that / and g are positive and that X

is nondiscrete. (The two spaces coincide if X is discrete.)

(i) By Proposition 4.2 we may assume that w>0 l.a.e. Then, if/and g

belong to £1(w), there exist/' and g' in £x(w) such that/=/' and g=g' l.a.e.

But then f fag =f fag' everywhere, and so ffagC&fa)-
(ii) Let/, gC&(w). There is then a a-finite set E outside which both fw

and gw vanish, so that / and g vanish outside P'KJE, and therefore ffag

vanishes outside (P'WP)2. Therefore (ffag)w vanishes outside Pf\(P'\JE)2.

Since, by hypothesis, ffagC£1(w), it suffices to show that PC\(P'\JE)2 is

a-finite. If we assume for the moment that 772 is a-finite whenever 77 is a-

finite, it is clear that PC\(P'KJE)2 is a-finite if either of P or P' has this prop-

erty.

Suppose then that 77 is a-finite. It is then contained in the union of a

sequence (Aj) of open integrable sets, and 772 is contained in the union of the

A iA j. So it suffices to show that A B is a-finite whenever A and B are open and

integrable. Now <j>Afa<i>B(x) =p(Ar\xB~1), and this is nonzero if and only if

xCAB. Since £J is itself a -^--algebra, this last condition holds at most for a

a-finite set of x. Thus AB is a-finite. This completes the proof.

We pass now to the main theorem of this section.
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4.4. Theorem. (I) Suppose that w>0 l.a.e. and is essentially bounded on

compact sets. If £:(w) is a -fa-algebra, then it is translation invariant and there

is a number C such that

(4.1) N(ffag) S C-N(f)N(g) (f, g G £»)•

// in addition w is upper semicontinuous, and if M is the subcharacter cor-

responding to w as in §1, then w is equivalent to M in the sense that there exist

numbers ft and ft' such that 0<kSk'< + °o and (7)

(4.2) k-M(s) S w{s) S k'-M(s). l.a.e.

(II) Ifw is equivalent to a subcharacter, then £l(w) is simultaneously trans-

lation-invariant and a fa-algebra, the same is true of £l(w), and (A.l) holds for a

suitable number C.

Proof. Ad (I). Since w>0 l.a.e., for a given /G£:(w) we maY regard

F: g-^ffag as a linear map of L1(w) into itself. (We take the license of making

no notational distinction between a function and the class it defines.) We

shall show that F has a closed graph, i.e. that if g„—>0 in Ll(w) and hn =ffagn

—>ft in L1(w), then the function ft is necessarily 0 l.a.e. (which signifies that

the class ft is 0). To see this we notice first that if kCEK+(X) then

j k\hn\duSJ k(\f\  fa \gn\)du.

On the other hand, by passing to a suitable subsequence if necessary, we

may assume that gn—»0 and ft„-^ft l.a.e. The modified form of Fatou's Lemma

then gives

I ft | ft | dft S lim inf   I  k\ h„\ du

S lim inf  fft(|/| it \gn\)dn
n—* w      J

and

lim inf |/|   fa | gn\ (x) = lim inf f   | f(y) | • | gn(y~1x) | dn(y)
n—* oo n—>oo       J

S  f \f(y) | Hm inf | gn(y~1x) | du(y) = 0.
J n—*»

(') The right-hand inequality holds l.a.e. without the restriction of upper semicontinuity

on w, and at the same time the left-hand inequality may be replaced by lim ess supx^, w{x)

^k • M(s) for all sCE X. Note that, with the notation of the proof to follow, lim ess supi_, w{x)

Silim sup,- ffi-wdy.; if w is upper semicontinuous, w(s) =lim sup*,, w(x) Slim ess sup*.., w(x) and

we recover the left-hand inequality in (4.2), actually holding everywhere.
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Consequently by the same token one has

liminf   f k(\f\ fa \gn\)d»S   f Miminf (|/|   fa \gn\)dn = 0.

Thus Jk\ h\ dp. = 0 for all kC&+(X), and so h = 0 l.a.e., the desired conclusion.

Since Lx(w) is a Banach space(') and T is closed, it follows that T is

continuous. Thus for each fC£l(w) there exists a number C/ such that

N(ffag)SC/-N(g) for all gG£1(w)i in particular, N(ffag) is continuous in

each argument separately. From this it appears that the seminorm

/—*Sup { N(ffag): N(g) = 1} is lower semicontinuous on £'(w). Since the lat-

ter space is complete, this seminorm is continuous. Thus (4.1) is established.

This being so, let sCX and let (/,) be a directed family in X+(X) which

converges vaguely to the Dirac measure e, (mass +1 at s): thus Jfidp = 1 and

/,- vanishes outside a neighbourhood of s which becomes arbitrarily small as i

increases. Since w is essentially bounded on compact sets, we may arrange

that the/,- remain bounded in £*(w). Now 3Z(X) is dense in £l(w), as is to

be proved in Lemma 4.5 below, and lim{fifag = g, in £x(w) whenever gCK-(X).

From (4.1) it then follows that the directed family (fifag) is Cauchy for each

gC£x(w). So, since £'(_0 is complete, this directed family converges in £l(w)

to some function which, as is easily seen, can be none other than gs. This

establishes the claim that £'(_■) is translation-invariant.

Introduce the subcharacter M associated with w. As we know,

M(s) = Sup {N(f,):N(f) = l}.

Accordingly, given sCX and e>0, we can choose gC&(w) with N(g) = 1 and

N(g,) ^ M(s) -e. Since g. = hm(fifag), it follows that N(ftfag) ^ M(s) -2e for
all sufficiently large i. A fortiori

C-N(fi)N(g) Si M(s) - 2e,

and therefore

f fiwdu Si C~1(M(s) - 2«)

for such i. So

M(s) g C- liminf   I f(wdp.

If w is upper semicontinuous, the lim inf on the right does not exceed w(s),

so that w(s) ^ C_1 • M(s). The proof of (I) is completed by appeal to Theorem

3.1.

(8) Ll(v>) is the quotient of JCH^) modulo the closed vector_subspace Ker N (i.e., in this

case, the subspace formed of locally negligible functions). Since £l(w) is complete (see proof of

Proposition 1.11), the same is true of Ll(w).
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Ad (II). If w is equivalent to Af, then

£l(w) = £l(M)    and    £1(w) = £l(M).

So we may as well assume that w is a subcharacter. Then either w>0 every-

where or w = 0 everywhere. According to Propositions 1.7 and 4.3, if £x(w) is

translation invariant (resp. a -^--algebra), then so too is £l(w) translation-

invariant (resp. a ^r-algebra). Thus it suffices to consider throughout the

case of £1(w), where w is a subcharacter and w>0 everywhere (the case

w = 0 being trivial).

It is at once clear that £l(w) is translation-invariant, and that N(fa)

Sw(s)'N(f). Moreover, as we shall show in a moment, ffag is equal l.a.e.

to the element of £l(w) represented by the abstract integral

[f,g]=f MgMs);

more precision is added to this statement in the discussion to follow. Assum-

ing this temporarily, it becomes clear that £x(w) is a -^--algebra and that

N(ffag) = N(\f, g]) S j N((f(s)g,))du(s)

S J w(s) I f(s) I N(g)dn(s) = N(f)-N(g),

so that the proof of (II) will be completed.

We now examine the abstract integral just introduced. It will be shown

in Lemma 4.6 to follow that the function s—>g„ mapping X into £l(w), is

continuous. Since N(f(s)g.) S \f(s) | w(s)N(g) and/G£1(w). we can be certain

there exists at least one hCE£l(w) satisfying the requirements of a weak (even

a Bochner) integral of the function s—*f(s)g, with values in £l(w), this ft being

characterized modulo locally negligible functions by the requirement that

F(h) = j f(s)F(g,)dn(s)

holds for each continuous linear form F on £1(w)(9). The class of [f, g] de-

pends bilinearly on those of / and g, and the same is true of the class oiffag.

So, to identify these classes in all cases, it suffices to consider the case in which

/ and g are positive. We may also impose the further restriction that / and g

vanish outside bounded sets: for, since w>0 everywhere, there are monotone

increasing sequences (/„) and (g„), each /„ and each gn vanishing outside a

bounded set, such that/„ (resp. gn) converges to/ (resp. g). Then, by the

(') If desired, the quotient space Lxkt>) may be used throughout; the integral is then a

unique element of this separated space.
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principle of dominated convergence, /„—>/ (resp. g„—>g) in £x(w) and so, since

[/, g] is continuous in the pair of variables, [fn, g„]—>[/, g] in £'(w). On the

other hand, thanks to monotone convergence, fnfagn if fag everywhere. So

the equality [f, g] =ffag l.a.e. will follow if it is known that [/„, gn] = fnfagn
l.a.e. for each re.

Suppose therefore that / and g are positive and vanish outside bounded

sets. To verify that [f, g]=ffag l.a.e., it suffices to show that

I   [f, g]bwdn=  j  (ffag)bwdu

for each measurable b which is bounded and vanishes outside a bounded set.

The mapping h—>Jhbwdu is a continuous linear form on £1(w) (trivial con-

verse of Lemma 4.5) and so, by very definition of the abstract integral

[f, g], we have

I   [/". gjbwd/x =   I f(s)dp(s) j  g(s~1x)b(x)w(x)dp.(x).

Since /, g and b vanish outside bounded sets we may certainly apply the

Lebesgue-Fubini Theorem [B', p. 95, Theoreme l] to get

I  [f,g]bwdfi=j  b(x)w(x)dn(x) J  f(s)g(s~1x)dn(s).

The inner integral is precisely ffag(x), and so the righthand side is just

f(ffag)bwdu and we have reached the desired conclusion.

It remains only to prove the two lemmas. Regarding Lemma 4.5 we may

note that to assert that 3C = X.(X) is dense in £*(w) is equivalent to asserting

that it is dense in £1(w)(10). We deal with the latter space. The required

density assertion follows on combining Lemma 4.5 with the Hahn-Banach

theorem in an obvious way.

4.5. Lemma. If Fis a continuous linear form on £1(w), there exists a bounded

measurable function b such that

(4.3) F(f) =   f fbwdu

forfC£l(w).

Proof. Let P= {xCX: w(x) >0}. Continuity of F means that there exists

a number CSiO such that

(4.4) | F(f) |   S C-N(f) = C- J \f\ wdu

(10) The proof of Proposition 1.7 shows that if /C £l(~0 there exists gC £'M such that

fw = gw l.a.e.; then f\f—k\wdn=f\g— k\wdn for any kC X-
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for/G£1(M')- Let A be any bounded integrable set. If/G£1(w) vanishes on

A', (4.4) gives

\F(f)\   S C- j J* \f\'wduY   ■ {f™dn}     >

the last factor on the right-hand side is finite since w is locally integrable. The

set of fCE£1(w) which vanish on A' and for which /|/| 2wdpt< + oo forms a

complete (possibly nonseparated) Hilbert space, and the last inequality

shows that the restriction of F to this space is continuous. It follows, on pas-

sage to the separated quotient space and appeal to elementary results about

Hilbert space, that there is a function bA vanishing on A' and satisfying

/| bA 12wdp. < + oo for which

F(f) =  f fbAwdfi

holds for / in the said Hilbert space. Then (4.4) shows that | bA \ SC holds

a.e. on A(~\P. We may modify £>a so as to satisfy |c>a| SC everywhere and

bA = 0 on (Ar\P)', neither change affecting the last equation displayed.

Thus this last equation holds at least for all bounded functions/which vanish

on A'. Any/in £*(w) vanishing on A' is the monotone limit of a sequence of

bounded functions vanishing on A', this sequence also converging to / in

£!(w). Then, by continuity of F and the principle of monotone convergence,

our equation continues to hold for each / in £*(w) which vanishes on A'.

Now introduce again the partition (Xt) of X used in the proof of Theorem

3.1. The existence of such a partition shows that X may be represented as

the union of a family (Aj) of disjoint bounded integrable sets, each compact

set being covered by finitely many Aj. Let bj be bA ior A =Aj. These bj may

be pieced together to give a measurable function b satisfying | &| SC every-

where.

If/G£1(«'), then/w = 0 a.e. outside a cr-compact set, and so

fw = E ifwcpf) a.e.,
i

where cpj is the characteristic function of Aj; only a countable number of

nonzero terms appear in this sum, and the series converges dominatedly. Thus

/ = E imi
in £'(w). By continuity of F, therefore, we have

Fif) = E F(fcpf) =\Z( if^bjwdn
j i   J

= z2 )  ifcp,)bwdu.
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But

fbw = JZ (f<t>j)bw a.e.,

the series converging dominatedly, and so

j fbwdu =JZj (f^bwdu = F(f).

This completes the proof.

To establish the fact, used in the proof of Theorem 4.4, (II), that s—»/,

is continuous, we need only consider the case in which w>0 everywhere. So

the following lemma is amply sufficient.

4.6. Lemma. Suppose that w>0 l.a.e. and that £x(w) is translation-invari-

ant. Then, for eachfC£l(w), the mapping s—>/, (from X into £1(w)) is locally

uniformly continuous.

Proof. Theorem 1.13 and Proposition 1.16 are available, so that N(gj)

SM(s)-N(g) for gC£x(w), M being locally bounded. Thus N(f„-f.)

S M(s) • N(f, —f) and it suffices to establish continuity at the neutral ele-

ment e.

If we remember that w is locally integrable, it is easily seen that con-

tinuity obtains if /£3C.

GivenfC£*(w) and e>0 we may, by Lemma 4.5 and its corollary (that

X is dense in £l(_0), choose kCK, so that N(f—k)S(- Then

N(f. - f) S N(f. - k,) + N(k, - k) + N(f - k)

S (1 + M(s))t + N(k. - k).

Since 717 is locally bounded, we see that s—>/, is the limit, uniformly on com-

pact sets, of continuous functions s—*k„ Whence the required result.
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